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United Way of Hunterdon County envisions a community where all individuals and families 
achieve their full potential through income stability, healthy lives and education. 

To bring people and resources together to improve lives and advance the common good  
of our community.
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Within Hunterdon County’s 428 square miles reside 
~125,700 residents in 46,822 households (American 
Community Survey (ACS), 2017). Hunterdon County ranks 
as the 7th most affluent county in the United States (US 
News and World Report, December 2018), with a median 
household income of $110,969 (ACS, 2017). However, 27% 
of our population struggles to meet basic needs (2018 
ALICE Report). This alarming statistic serves as evidence of 
the significant (and growing) disparity in financial stability/
economic mobility among its residents. In fact, the lowest 
40% of income earners in Hunterdon County earn only 
13.5% of the aggregate household income (ACS, 2017). 

Among the 27% of Hunterdon County’s population that 
struggle to make ends meet, 5% live below the poverty 
line. The remaining 22% of our struggling population is 
Asset Limited, Income Constrained, and Employed — the 
backbone of our community we refer to as ALICE. ALICE 
is our friend or neighbor, employed in a job essential to 
our shared success — a home health aide, a preschool 
teacher, a cashier at our grocery store, a retiree. Despite 
working hard, ALICE struggles and is often unable to fund 
the basic needs of housing, childcare, food, health care, and 
transportation, which require an annual income of $28.2k 

ABOUT HUNTERDON COUNTY AND OUR UNITED WAY

for a single adult and $89.8k for a family of four (2018 
ALICE Report). ALICE lives paycheck to paycheck and is 
likely to be one health event or automobile mishap away 
from financial crisis. 

United Way of Hunterdon County (UWHC) addresses 
issues related to income, health, and education, with a 
primary focus on financial stability and economic mobility, 
particularly for ALICE. In 2008, the Board of Trustees of 
UWHC adopted a Long-Range Plan (LRP) intended to align 
UWHC’s operations with a Community Impact Agenda and 
to commit UWHC as a Community Impact United Way. Over 
the course of the following 10 years, UWHC worked toward 
achievement of a community-wide goal of improving the 
financial stability of 10,000 Hunterdon County residents 
by 2020, while secondarily working to ensure access to 
healthcare resources and prepare youth and adults to 
achieve success in academics, work and life. 

These ambitious community impact goals formed the 
basis of the UWHC’s LRPs, including the 2016-2019 LRP, 
the objectives of which focused on advancing community 
impact in the areas of income, health, and education for 
specific segments of the ALICE population such as Latinos, 
seniors, and students. In a climate of reduced corporate 
campaign support and fundraising and ever changing ways 
in which people communicate and engage, the 2016-2019 
LRP also included critical objectives to grow resources, 
broaden relevance and influence, and improve strategic 
messaging to support its community impact objectives.

While we have made progress in improving the financial 
stability of Hunterdon County residents by engaging 125 
residents in financial coaching and Thrive initiatives and 
have served 5000+ clients in each of the last three years 
through our direct impact programs, we cannot claim to 

1Community Impact programs are programs aimed at promoting systemic or environmental changes that lead to a stronger community. Direct Impact programs, on the other 
hand, provide direct assistance to individuals and families in need, improving their lives, but not necessarily addressing systemic or environmental issues that created the 
need. Certain programs can have both a Community Impact and Direct Impact. 

$110,969
MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME IN HUNTERDON COUNTY,  

THE 7TH MOST AFFLUENT COUNTY IN THE UNITED STATES
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have achieved the community-wide goal of Improving the 
financial stability of 10,000 Hunterdon residents. Declining 
corporate campaign revenue significantly outpaced 
projections and gains in individual giving, placing a strain 
on our financial and human resources. These strains 
inhibited our ability to invest in partner agency initiatives 
that support ALICE and replace key community outreach 
staff. Despite these challenges, however, we have made 
advances in improving the financial stability of our clients 
and to the goals of the 2016-2019 LRP, as evidenced by the 
following achievements:

Advance Community Impact
n  Developed the educational strategy under the Latino 

Coalition and successfully coordinated two student site 
visits at the Hunterdon Medical Center and 

n  Expanded the TIRO program to offer health education 
and exercise to Latino community (engaged 210 clients 
in nutrition and exercise classes; established 2 Health 
Committees that developed and instituted environmental 
policies in 5 churches)

n  Served an increased number of clients via VITA, year 
over year, bringing back over $2.1 million in refunds 
and credits to clients in 2018 and encouraging over 150 
clients to put at least $50 of their refund into savings

n  Engaged 125 clients in Thrive and Financial Coaching; 
launched the Financial Fit Workshop series and 
increased number of volunteer financial coaches by 2 for 
a total of 7 coaches

n  Touched 335 clients, with 96 (>33%) making significant 
and sustained life changes including obtainment of 
better jobs, improved housing situation, and improved 
credit scores

Grow Human and Financial Resources
n  Expanded outreach to J&J and engaged 50+ corporate 

volunteers who have returned to volunteer independently

n  Launched the Local Business Community Leadership 
Council (renamed Business Advisory Board), which 

has brought added interest and energy to this sector; 
as of January 2019 there were 7 members, raising an 
additional $8,400Worked with new partners, including the 
Flemington Community Partnership and MoneyMailer, to 
create exposure and raise funds 

n  Partnered with a grant specialist and increased grant 
funding for TIRO and VITA; in 2019 received new $10,000 
grant from Wells Fargo for Financial Stability Initiative

Broaden UWHC Relevance and Influence in the Community
n  Strengthened solid relationships with government, 

schools, businesses through partnerships and board 
and committee service such as The Partnership 4 
Health, Chamber of Commerce, CEAS and Flemington 
Community Partnership (FCP)

Align and Focus Key Strategic Messaging
n  Increased social media awareness and presence

• Reinvested time in Instagram and now have 260 active 
followers

• FB followers increased from ~100 in 2014 to over 1,000 
as of May 2019 with some post reach surpassing 5k

• Launched LinkedIn initiative in 2018 with goal to reach 
500 followers by 2020 

• Launched website blog in 2019

n  Increased number of new volunteers – approximately 50 
from workplace alone 

n  Increased number of volunteers representing all areas of 
the county 

• 4 of the 5 high school districts participated in Holiday 
Hands

n  Achieved client outreach goals across programs

• VITA utilized by over 1000 households and savings 
component introduced

• Increased # of TIRO clients to 211 over three years 
surpassing the goal of 50 per year

• Holiday Hands and Tools 4 School reach consistent 
number of clients, ~2600 and ~1200 year over year
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ALIGN AND FOCUS KEY STRATEGIC MESSAGES

United Way of Hunterdon County
Long Range Plan 2016–2019

Advance Community Impact
Grow Human and Financial 

Resources
Broaden UWHC Relevance and 

Influence in the Community

Develop, lead and partner in activities 
that support Community Impact 
initiatives in the areas of income, health 
and education that focus on specific 
segments of population such as Latinos, 
seniors, ALICE and students.

Demonstrate work being done to 
achieve 10x20 (Thrive) and specify  and 
communicate other goals in the areas 
income, health (TIRO) and education in 
Hunterdon County; and providing equal 
opportunities for same;

Educate community stakeholders 
(government officials, service agencies, 
community , religious organizations, 
local businesses, residents and donors) 
about the value of the Community 
Impact agenda in addressing the needs 
of Hunterdon County residents like 
ALICE.

Move workplace campaign 
from a transactional-based 
relationship to a community-
based one;

Elevate the fundraising 
approach to a more dynamic 
process aligned to all our 
stakeholders;

Increase sustained volunteerism 
and capabilities to support 
UWHC’s Mission and Vision and 
the objectives of this Long-
Range Plan.

Capitalize on UWHC’s  leadership 
role to foster leadership and trust 
among all stakeholders;

Continue to develop and build key 
relationships UWHC needs with 
stakeholders to identify and address 
community needs; 

Establish UWHC an incubator for 
entrepreneurial efforts to launch 
innovative pilot programs and 
initiatives.

Maximize use of the Volunteer 
Center as the connection point;

Continue to align with UWW and 
elevate UWHC within the greater 
UWW system to share best 
practices and leverage strengths.

Continue internal communications to ensure that board members, committees, staff and 
volunteers have the information they need to advance UWHC’s mission;

Focus external communications to increase awareness of UWHC, the CI agenda, outcomes and 
goals, and to facilitate dialogue and foster partnerships;

More strongly align internal and program success stories with funding investment and 
opportunities for sustainability and growth.

Create multi-media materials and creative outlets for Board members, staff and volunteers to 
use and distribute to promote UWHC activities, develop resources and trumpet achievements.

Focus on Alignment and Integration
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2020–2023 LONG-RANGE PLAN DEVELOPMENT RATIONALE 
AND PROCESS
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Household Survival Budget Line
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The national and local economic climate show signs of 
improvement with record low unemployment rates and a 
growing number of jobs. Additionally, Hunterdon County 
is seeing some traction on its Comprehensive Economic 
Development Strategy led by a dedicated economic 
development director. However, too many people are still 
struggling and the middle class is continuing to shrink. 
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 62% of jobs 
pay under $20 per hour, less than what’s required to afford 
housing for a family in Hunterdon. Many workers also 
face uncertainty from diminished job security, declining 
benefits, and varying schedules. In fact, the percentage of 
households in poverty and those considered ALICE has 
increased from 25% in 2012 to 27% in 2016 (per the 2018 
ALICE Report).

UWHC continues to face fundraising challenges as 
corporate campaign revenue continues to shrink faster 
than individual giving grows. Such challenges impact 
staffing and funding for the internal and external initiatives 
required to successfully achieve the income, health, and 
education goals of the former Community Impact Agenda. 
As a result, and in response to the upward trend in the 
percentage of Hunterdon County households 
who are struggling to make ends meet, UWHC 
will maximize its efforts to ensure that its 
community impact work is successful 
over the next three years and beyond. 

The 2020-2023 LRP Committee convened from January - 
May 2019 and consulted with the UWHC Board of Trustees, 
staff, and volunteers. The result of the committee’s 
efforts is a LRP that focuses our community impact 
on income, and specifically on the financial stability of 
ALICE. Recognizing that financial stability is a key social 
determinant of health and education (and vice-versa), this 
LRP provides for the continuation and growth of health and 
education initiatives that align with our focus on income 
and championing for ALICE. 

While UWHC will continue to serve the 5% of 
our population who live below the poverty line by 
supplementing the state and federal supports for which 
this population qualifies through unduplicated direct impact 
programs (VITA, Holiday Hands, Tools 4 School, Diaper 
Bank, TIRO), our focus is on the economic empowerment 
and self-sufficiency of ALICE – the 22% of our struggling 
population that does not qualify for most state- and 
federally-funded low- income support services. Providing 
and supporting opportunities that enable ALICE to become 
financially stable, resilient, and upwardly mobile fills an 
unmet need and advances the common good of our 
community.
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2020–2023 STRATEGIC POSITIONING

We believe that by providing opportunities for ALICE to 
thrive, we will make great strides in realizing our vision. 
Therefore, this FY2020-2023 LRP will focus on becoming 
the most recognized, respected, and effective Champion 
for ALICE in Hunterdon County.

Core Strategies
We advance our mission, realize our vision, and achieve our 
goal of becoming the most recognized, respected, and 
effective champion for ALICE in Hunterdon County through 
four core strategies as outlined in the graphic below:

Each core strategy has detailed objectives 
and metrics intended to yield critical 

outcomes and result in community 
impact. The tactics associated with each 

objective and goals associated with 
each metric will be outlined in the 

UWHC operating/implementation 
plans developed and executed by 

UWHC staff and committees of 
the Board of Trustees to 

support this LRP. 

Champion
for

ALICE

Communicate
our

Community
Impact

Reinforce
our

Financial
Foundation

Strengthen
our

Organizational
Capacity
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2020–2023 LONG-RANGE PLAN OVERVIEW

Outlined here are the objectives and metrics associated 
with each of our four core strategies.

CORE STRATEGY 1:  
Effectively Champion for Alice
Objective 1
Create and execute a clear and prioritized community 
advocacy and outreach plan that addresses immediate 
needs and long-term systemic changes.

Measures of Success
• Number of public policies that promote economic 

mobility among Hunterdon County’s ALICE population for 
which UWHC advocated

• Number of formal and informal forums in which UWHC 
staff or volunteers educated community stakeholders 
on financial/economic challenges among our ALICE 
population

• Number of policies promoted, enacted or modified by 
local or regional governments to promote economic 
mobility

Objective 2
Facilitate and build community partnerships designed to 
best achieve measurable improvement in ALICE’s financial 
stability. 

Measure of Success
• Number of community partners organized, led and/or 

managed by United Way to promote or enable progress 
toward financial stability/economic mobility among our 
ALICE populations

Objective 3
Provide and support a portfolio of programs and services 
designed to assist ALICE with near-term financial 
challenges AND empower ALICE to overcome long-term 
financial obstacles.

Measures of Success
• Number of unique ALICE clients served by UWHC 

programs 

• Relative percentage of ALICE clients served who are 
engaged in long-term, sustained impact programs

• Number of individuals served who access affordable 
housing, financial products, health care and services

Objective 4
Develop the organizational resources required to scale 
advocacy, education, partnership, and program initiatives, 
as necessary, to serve a greater percentage of the 
Hunterdon County ALICE population beyond 2023.

Measures of Success
• Percentage of volunteers that become sustained 

volunteer and/or donors

• Percentage of volunteers supporting long-term, financial 
stability/economic mobility programs

#1 EFFECTIVELY 
Champion for ALICE
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CORE STRATEGY 2:  
Communicate Our Community Impact
Objective 1
Enhance and provide consistent and clear messaging and 
branding that highlight our WHY and our WHO (ALICE).

Measures of Success
• Number survey respondents

• Clearly identified community awareness gaps

• Demonstrated closure of awareness gaps year over year

Objective 2
Engage volunteers and donors inside and outside the 
workplace with a planned and intensive use of social 
media. 

Measure of Success
• Website visitor and engagement count

• Number of donors

• Number of online donations received

• Number of social media followers

• Number of shares/reposts of social media 
communications

• Number of media mentions in news

Objective 3
Develop traditional and nontraditional partnerships to 
maximize brand awareness and impact.

Measures of Success
• Number of new partnerships developed that enhance 

awareness of UWHC in the community

• Number of survey respondents that recognize our 
mission (or know what we mean by ALICE)

• Number of times UWHC is mentioned online

• Relative reach (and engagement) of social media 
mentions

Objective 4
Update communication tools in order to eliminate barriers 
for all stakeholders.

Measures of Success
• An updated, engaging, user-friendly website that serves 

as a resource for clients and a successful call to action 
for supporters

• Integrated software systems for donor and volunteer 
tracking #2 COMMUNICATE 

Our Community Impact
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CORE STRATEGY 3:  
Strengthen Our Organizational Capacity
Objective 1
Develop and implement a leadership and skills 
development plan for employees and volunteers to ensure 
continuity and sustainability of the organization.

Measures of Success
• A robust process of regularly evaluating staff and board 

performance 

• A robust process of creating and executing staff and 
board succession plans

• Percentage of new board members who complete board 
training within a year of election to the board

Objective 2
Ensure employees, board, and volunteers have the tools 
and skills necessary to deliver the best possible service. 

Measure of Success
• Percentage of employees, board members, and 

volunteers participating in trainings

• Committee review/survey results 

• Formalize orientation and education training(s) of board 
and volunteers

Objective 3
Optimize operational efficiency and invest resources in 
ways that most effectively champion for ALICE.

Measures of Success
• Budgets are adequately aligned to meet program 

objectives

• Portfolio of programs and activities support ALICE

Objective 4
Integrate and update our technology and systems 
to provide the most productive, cost-effective, and 
streamlined experience possible for our supporters and 
clients.

Measures of Success
• An executed information technology and systems 

inventory plan

• Increased knowledge and utilization of internal and 
external communication tools

#3 STRENGTHEN Our 
Organizational Capacity
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CORE STRATEGY 4:  
Reinforce Our Financial Foundation
Objective 1
Create a multi-year expense/revenue projection plan.

Measures of Success
• A balanced budget

• A sustainable 3-month cash reserve

Objective 2
Stabilize corporate campaigns and strengthen corporate 
leadership initiatives. 

Measure of Success
• Undesignated funds raised through corporate campaigns

• Number of new corporate partnerships forged

Objective 3
Create new and expand existing individual donor revenue 
streams.

Measures of Success
• Successfully secured new major gifts

• Percent increase in average donation

• Percentage of donations received electronically

• A toolbox of fundraising support materials for board and 
volunteers 

• A planned giving/legacy plan (intentional stewardship 
plan)

#4 REINFORCE  
Our Financial Foundation

  United Way of Hunterdon County invests in 
poverty prevention and improving lives and the VITA 
program is one example of that investment in action. 

I have been a VITA tax preparer since I started 
volunteering with United Way in 2011 and I find it 

extremely rewarding for people in our community to 
receive a much needed tax refund.  

Kathy Closs 
Board of Trustees member
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SUMMARY

This LRP recognizes that 2020-2023 is a transitional period during which we will solidify our base, expand and diversify 
our funding, and build our capacity to broaden the scope of our community impact work while we continue to provide and 
support opportunities for ALICE to thrive. This 3-year plan presents the blueprint by which UWHC will become the most 
recognized, respected, and effective champion for ALICE in Hunterdon County and position the organization for growth 
and broader community impact in the future.

THE LRP Committee recommends that this plan (or a portion thereof) be consulted and reviewed regularly, and updated 
as necessary, by the Board of Trustees and its committees to ensure objectives are being met and continue to align with 
the goal of becoming the most recognized, respected, and effective champion for ALICE in Hunterdon County.

Long-Range Planning Committee
Joseph DePinto
Past President, UWHC Board of Trustees
Johnson & Johnson

Alan Ford
CRISP Member
Past President, UWHC Board of Trustees
Community Volunteer

Rebecca Testa 
VP CRISP Committee
Community Volunteer

Lacy Phelps
CRISP Committee
UWHC Board of Trustees
Edward Jones

Brian Reiss
Finance Committee
UWHC Board of Trustees
Three Bridges Wealth Advisors

Staff
Bonnie Duncan
Chief Executive Officer

Rachel Eichem
Director of Development

Caroline Scutt
Communications & Community Impact Director
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In pursuing our mission, the following principles guide our relationships with stakeholders, including donors, 
volunteers, partners, employees and the communities we serve.

Integrity and Stewardship
We act in a manner that is responsible and that inspires the highest level of trust among our stakeholders. We act 
with the highest level of accountability, we provide fair, accurate and honest disclosure of information, and we treat 
all individuals in a fair and responsible manner.

Inclusiveness
We embrace diversity. We understand that United Way of Hunterdon County is strong as an organization and central 
to our community because of the respect, dignity, and value we give to all individuals, and because we aspire to 
involve people from all segments of our community in every aspect of our work.

Teamwork and Communication
We believe we achieve far more as a team than as individuals. We believe building trust among each other produces 
the best results. We believe that when we promote and practice effective communication we will build an even 
stronger team that will make a difference in our community and the people we serve.

Volunteerism
We exist as an organization and have the greatest community impact because of our spirit of volunteerism. We 
encourage and invite stakeholders to participate in philanthropic activities by their donation of time and money. We 
consider the development of volunteer leadership a critical component of service to our community.

Impact
We make a positive difference and have measurable impact on challenges facing our local community. As stewards 
of community resources, we are accountable for our work and sustainable results. Through our collaborative efforts, 
we make a difference to our community and the people we serve.

Community Leadership
We are the leader in community building activities, effecting positive change. We are a successful convener and 
collaborator, bringing together and working with the community to accomplish common goals. We provide the 
leadership to impact each individual’s innate desire

UNITED WAY OF HUNTERDON COUNTY CORE VALUES
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